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0BSupplied Equations and Tables 

 

1BFick’s law of diffusion: 

 

2BOhm’s law of drift: 

 

3BEinstein’s equation: 

 

4BNernst-Planck equation (ion flux): 

 

5BNernst-Planck equation (electric current density): 
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6BNernst equation: 

 

7BPassive membrane response to current step of 0I  from rest: 

 

8BPassive membrane return to rest from initial membrane potential of ( )0mV t = : 

 

Passive membrane response to new steady state potential ( )mV t →∞  from initial 
value ( )0mV t  at time 0t t≥ : 

 

10BBoltzmann function for fraction of open channels: 

 

11BMacroscopic channel kinetics: 
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12BSingle channel probabilities: 

 

13BMean number of open channels: 

 

14BMean macroscopic conductance: 

 

15BGating particle kinetics for constant nα  and nβ : 

 

16BGHK transmembrane potential equation: 
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17BHodgkin–Huxley potassium channel model: 
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18BHodgkin–Huxley sodium channel model: 

 

19BTemperature scaling of HH ion channel gating rates: 
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20BTemperature scaling of HH ion channel gating rates (cont.): 

 

21BSodium pump efflux: 

 

22BSodium pump stoichiometry: 

 

23BCalcium channel model: 
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24BFrankenhaeuser–Huxley potassium channel model: 

 

25BCable equation intracellular axial resistance per unit length: 

 

26BCable equation membrane resistance times unit length: 

 

27BCable equation membrane capacitance per unit length: 

 

28BCable equation extra- and intra-cellular axial electric potential gradients: 
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29BCable equation intra- and extra-cellular axial current gradients: 

 

30BCable equation total axial current: 

 

31BCable equation transmembrane current vs. membrane potential and applied 
current: 

 

32BCable equation transmembrane current vs. intracellular potential: 

 

33BCable equation intra- and extra-cellular potentials in source-free region: 
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34BHodgkin-Huxley cable equation: 

 

35BWave equation for temporal waveform: 

 

36BWave equation for spatial waveform: 

 

37BHodgkin-Huxley propagating action potential equation: 

 

38BIsopotential membrane patch response to an intracellular current step: 
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39BStrength-duration relationship for intracellular stimulation: 

 

40BChronaxie for intracellular stimulation: 

 

41BLinear cable equation for extracellular current injection: 

 

42BSpace constant and time constant: 

 

43BSteady-state solution to homogeneous infinite linear cable equation: 

 

44BSteady-state solution to infinite linear cable equation with extracellular current 
injection at the spatial origin: 
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45BGeneral time-varying solution to infinite linear cable equation with intracellular 
current step at the spatial origin: 

 

46BExtracellular field potential for applied monopole point current source: 

 

47BInitial transmembrane response to an applied extracellular field: 

 

48BExtracellular field produced by a fiber: 

 

49BApproximate extracellular field produced by a cylindrical fiber: 

 

50BMonopole source density for a cylindrical fiber: 
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51BLumped monopole strength for a cylindrical fiber: 

 

52BExtracellular field potential for idealized dipole source: 

 

53BDipole source density for a cylindrical fiber: 

 

54BLumped dipole strength for a cylindrical fiber: 

 

55BHeart vector/dipole: 

 

56BLead voltage: 
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57BStandard lead voltages: 

 

58BBinomial probability distribution: 

 

59BPoisson probability distribution: 

 

60BPostsynaptic current equation: 

 

61BPostsynaptic conductance alpha equation: 

 

63BLigand-gated fast chemical synapse kinetic model with two binding sites and 
slow unbinding: 
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Anodic and cathodic Faradaic reactions for stainless-steel electrodes: 

 

 

Anodic and cathodic Faradaic reactions for platinum electrodes: 

 

 

Strength-duration relationship for extracellular stimulation: 

 

65BChronaxie for extracellular stimulation: 

 

66BActivating function for myelinated axon: 

 

END OF SUPPLIED EQUATIONS AND TABLES 

THE END 
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